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Abstract: In the knowledge economy era, innovation has become a key emphasis for urban competi-
tions. This paper constructs a theoretical research framework that integrates the basic understandings,
influencing factors and ensuing results of intercity innovative competition relations. On the basis
of data from the general programs of the National Natural Science Foundation of China from 2005
to 2019, this paper constructs intercity innovative competition relations in China, analyses their
spatial distribution and quantitative characteristics, and quantitatively investigates the impact of
urban innovation capacity and multidimensional proximity (e.g., geographical proximity, institu-
tional proximity and cognitive proximity) on intercity innovative competition relations through a
negative binomial model. The study obtained the following findings: (1) In terms of the overall
intercity innovative competition relations, the intensity of China’s intercity innovative competition
relations gradually increased from 2005 to 2019, with a spatial clustering towards cities with high
administrative ranks (e.g., municipalities directly under the central government, sub-provincial cities
and provincial capitals); Beijing is always at the centre of innovative competition relations, but its
standing has slightly slipped in recent years. (2) From the perspective of disciplines, cities can become
benchmarks in particular fields of innovative competitions by competing according to their disci-
plinary strengths; intercity innovative competition relations in China vary across various academic
disciplines. (3) In terms of influencing factors, urban innovation capacity has significant positive
effects on intercity innovative competition relations; geographical proximity, institutional proximity
and cognitive proximity all have significant positive effects on innovative competition relations;
and interactions occur between multidimensional proximities, including a complementary effect
between geographical proximity and institutional proximity, a substitutive effect between cognitive
proximity and geographical proximity, and a substitutive effect between cognitive proximity and
institutional proximity.

Keywords: innovative competition; competition relations; intercity; urban innovation capacity;
multidimensional proximity

1. Introduction

In the context of economic globalization, competitions among cities for resources
and markets are intensifying, leading to an increasing emphasis on intercity competition
relations in urban studies [1,2]. Previous studies have always compared the strategic
positioning of cities, qualitatively analysed the comprehensive intercity competition re-
lations, and proposed strategies to comply with the competition relations and promote
urban development [3–5]. In recent years, scholars have proposed a quantitative method
for constructing intercity competition relations based on the theory of ecological niche.
Based on this method, scholars have empirically explored intercity competition relations
in manufacturing [6]. The research findings indicate that distances and political levels of
cities impact intercity competition relations. With the advent of the knowledge economy
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era, China’s economy is increasingly driven by innovation instead of input and investment.
Innovation has become an important focus point for urban competitions [3,7]. In this
context, the study of intercity innovative competition relations is of great value in guiding
urban innovation development.

The theories of innovative competition have a long history. Since the 1970s, scholars
belonging to the Neo-Schumpeterian School, such as Kamien and Schwartz, have discussed
the two-sided effects of the impact of innovative competition relations on enterprise innova-
tion. Although monopolistic enterprises are capable of technical innovation, they are unable
to motivate significant innovation because they are not threatened by competitors, which
prevents large technological breakthroughs. However, when innovative competitions are
excessively intense, enterprises are generally limited in scale, making them difficult to
raise the funds needed for innovation, and also challenging to develop the broad markets
required for innovation, thus hindering significant innovation [8,9]. Porter’s externality
theory, on the other hand, proposed that innovation benefits from knowledge spillovers
generated by competitions [10]. Subsequently, scholars have explored the forms and char-
acteristics of innovative competitions around innovation entities such as enterprises and
universities. They proposed that innovative competitions, which manifest as competitions
for rare innovation resources, can cause mutual incentives and learning among innovation
entities [11,12]. Excessive competitions may cause small-sized innovation entities to lose
confidence in winning, resulting in a slacking attitude [13]. Competition failures may also
result in talent losses [14]. Based on these theories, this paper proposes that innovative
competitions are the competitions for rare innovation resources (e.g., markets, funds, and
talents). Moderate innovation competitions can stimulate motivation and knowledge
spillovers and continuously drive innovation.

Currently, studies on innovative competition relations have primarily concentrated
on micro-scale innovation entities such as individuals [13], universities [11], and enter-
prises [15]. Scholars have conducted substantial research on the construction, structural
characteristics, and performance impact of innovative competition relations among micro-
level entities. Two approaches have emerged for the construction of innovative competition
relations: the first one is to construct innovative competition relations by weighing the
frequency of direct contests in activities related to interest division [13]; the second one
is to reflect competitions through similarity, measuring potential innovative competition
relations by examining the similarity in funding distribution and patent application top-
ics [11,16,17]. In terms of structural characteristics, previous studies have always started
from the development behaviours of micro-level entities such as enterprises, analysed the
quantitative characteristics of innovative competition relations among these micro-level en-
tities, and identified key innovation competitors [16–19]. For example, Luo discovered that
Baidu’s strongest innovation competitors in the field of autonomous driving are Huawei
and LG [19]. In terms of performance impact, scholars have used quantitative models
such as negative binomial regression models and multiple regression models to investi-
gate the impact of the centrality and intensity of innovative competitions on innovation
performance [11,13].

In conclusion, current studies have made some progress, but there are still some
research gaps: (1) Studies on intercity competition relations have placed little emphasis
on innovative competition relations. As the competitive advantages of cities have shifted
towards innovation-driven, knowledge and technology become the most important re-
sources. It is crucial to focus on the dimension of innovation, clarify the current status
of intercity innovative competition relations, and provide guidance for the healthy and
sustainable development of intercity innovative competition relations. (2) Studies on
innovative competition relations mostly focus on micro-level entities, with few studies
exploring intercity innovative competition relations at the macro level. Moreover, studies
on innovative competition relations among micro-level entities have not yet been separated
from the perspective of individual development to yield more general findings. Cities
serve as incubators of innovation, providing essential spaces and human capital for in-
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novation. The innovation of micro-level entities is nurtured within cities [20,21] and is
influenced by macro-level innovation development strategies. Therefore, it is necessary to
extend the study of innovative competition relations to the intercity level. Based on this,
the paper interprets the basic understandings, influencing factors, and ensuing results of
intercity innovative competition relations. On the basis of data from the general programs
of the National Natural Science Foundation of China, this paper constructs intercity in-
novative competition relations in China and conducts an in-depth analysis of the spatial
characteristics and influencing factors of intercity innovative competition relations.

2. Theoretical Framework

This paper constructs a theoretical research framework that integrates the basic un-
derstandings, influencing factors and ensuing results of intercity innovative competition
relations (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Theoretical research framework of intercity innovative competition relations.

In terms of the basic understandings of intercity innovative competition relations, this
paper proposes that intercity innovative competition relations manifest as cities competing
for limited innovation resources (e.g., markets, funds, and talents). Due to the finite nature
of these innovation resources, cities will compete with each other to gain a larger share of
innovation resources. When one city successfully gains innovation resources, it will take
up the slot that other cities can obtain, resulting in intense innovative competition relations
among cities.

Intercity innovative competition relations are influenced by multidimensional proxim-
ity. According to multidimensional proximity theory of evolutionary economic geography,
the degree of knowledge interaction between entities and the degree of similarity between
entities are closely related [22]. Geographical proximity is the level of spatial proximity
between various entities. Cities with close spatial distances always share similar resource
endowments and natural environments. In order to exploit comparable resource advan-
tages and solve consistent environmental challenges, cities with close spatial distances
may pursue similar innovation directions. In addition, nearby cities have lower costs of
interaction and communication, making them easier to obtain information about their
competitors, which may also increase the risk of technological spillovers on their own [11],
thus magnifying innovative competitions. Institutional proximity is firstly used to describe
how much various entities’ policy regimes resemble each other [23]. However, innovation
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development in China is always actively guided by the governments, with characteristics
of administrative hierarchy. Cities with higher administrative ranks (e.g., municipalities
directly under the central government, sub-provincial cities and provincial capitals) are
in better positions to offer more attractive innovation policies [24] and intensifying inno-
vative competitions. Cognitive proximity refers to whether different entities have similar
cognition, interpretations and evaluations when faced with the same situations, reflecting
the degree of similarity in knowledge backgrounds [25]. Similar knowledge backgrounds
will make cities easier to learn the competitors’ innovation processes and more inclined to
compete for scarce research resources [11]. Theoretically, the influence of multidimensional
proximity on intercity innovative competition relations may be intertwined. Geographical
proximity may maintain or strengthen the benefits of institutional proximity (complemen-
tary effect), enabling the formation of intercity innovative competition relations through
complementary mechanisms. Cognitive proximity may substitute for geographical proxim-
ity and institutional proximity (substitutive effect), reducing the ‘friction costs’ of spatial
and institutional distance, thus fostering innovative competition relations among cities
with spatial distances and institutional heterogeneity.

Intercity innovative competition relation is a double-edged sword for urban innovation
capacity while urban innovation capacity serves as the driving force behind intercity
innovative competition relations. On the one hand, the existence of competitors encourages
cities to consistently pursue innovation. Cities will attempt to comprehend the innovation
patterns of their competitors, engage in imitation and learning, and generate knowledge
spillovers in this process [10], all of which will promote urban innovation capacity. On the
other hand, excessive competitions will weaken cities’ strengths in financial support and
market expansion, making them difficult to achieve significant innovation [8,9]. Excessive
competitions may also lead to a loss of confidence and a slacking attitude, thereby hindering
innovation [13]. Meanwhile, as the results of competitions can be won or lost, some cities
may experience talent losses after failing in innovative competitions, leading to a decrease in
their innovation capacities [14]. Urban innovation capacity, as the driving force of intercity
innovative competition relations, provides cities with sufficient advantages to launch
new rounds of innovative competitions, enabling them to gain more resources in future
innovative competitions, which further promotes the formation of intercity innovative
competition relations.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Data Sources

Funding competition is an important aspect of innovative competition. This paper
selects data from the general programs of the National Natural Science Foundation of
China (NSFC), which have limited budgets, to construct intercity innovative competition
relations in China. The NSFC invests only a certain amount of money in each discipline
annually, which is why programs compete with each other to obtain more funding [11]. If
these programs belong to different universities and research institutions, then innovative
competition relations are formed between these universities and research institutions.
Intercity innovative competition relations can be viewed as the macro spatial depiction of
cross-city innovative competitions among micro-level entities. If these universities and
research institutions are located in different cities, intercity innovative competition relations
are also formed between these cities.

As the funding for a general program of NSFC is mostly around 600,000 RMB, with a
generally balanced allocation, this study used the number of direct competitions between
programs in different cities as the weight to construct intercity innovative competition
relations in China. As illustrated in Figure 2, the first step is to identify all NSFC programs,
the universities and research institutions to which they belong, and the cities where they
are located. The second step is to calculate the number of direct competitions between
cities in a discipline. Since programs will compete with other programs in the same
discipline for limited funding, if there are m programs located in city i and n programs
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located in city j within a particular discipline, then city i and city j would have engaged
in m × n innovative competition instances in that discipline. Finally, the total number of
intercity innovative competition instances across all disciplines is aggregated to construct
the intercity innovative competition relations in China.
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This paper collects data from the general program of NSFC from 2005 to 2019, in-
cluding project names, disciplinary categories and affiliated institutions. The data was
obtained from the LetPub website (http://www.letpub.com.cn/, accessed on 30 April
2023). As the funding scope of NSFC is limited to the Chinese Mainland, the data does
not include Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan. This paper separated the data into three
time windows—2005–2009, 2010–2014 and 2015–2019—because of the randomness and
fluctuation of the number of general programs each year in different cities.

3.2. Research Methods
3.2.1. Social Network Analysis

Social network analysis is a method for studying the characteristics of networks from
a relational perspective. In this study, we used social network analysis to investigate
the characteristics of intercity innovative competition relations. The indicators of social
network analysis are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The indicators of social network analysis.

Indicators Meaning of Indicators Calculation Formula Explanation of Indicators

Network Density

Network density is the ratio of a
network’s actual connections to

the maximum feasible number of
connections. It characterizes the
closeness of intercity innovative

competition relations.

D = 2L
n(n−1)

D is the network density; L is the
actual number of connections in a
network; and n is the number of

city nodes. The threshold for
network density is [0, 1].

Degree Centrality

If a city has a high degree
centrality, it occupies a central
position in the city network,

possessing more power, status,
and the ability to

aggregate resources.

Ci = ∑
j

Rij

Ci is the degree centrality of city i;
and Rij is the number of

innovative competition relations
between city i and city j.

http://www.letpub.com.cn/
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3.2.2. Negative Binomial Regression Model

Since the dependent variable of this paper is the number of intercity innovative
competitions, which is a countable variable, and the number of programs funded by NSFC
varies greatly by city, the variance of the dependent variable is significantly higher than the
expectation, indicating the presence of overdispersion. Thus, the use of a negative binomial
regression model is appropriate to identify the influencing factors of intercity innovative
competition relations [26]. The equation for this model is represented as follows:

Rij = α + β1UIC + β2GEOij + β3 INSij + β4COGij + β5CAP + β6RDI + εij (1)

where α is the constant term, β1, β2 . . .. . . βn are the regression coefficients of the indepen-
dent variables; and εij is the random error term.

The independent variables consist of four components. The first set of independent
variables is urban innovation capacity (UIC). This paper measures UIC by multiplying the
number of applications for the general programs of NSFC between pairs of cities.

The second set of independent variables is the multidimensional proximity variables.
This paper follows three types of proximity: geographical proximity, institutional proximity
and cognitive proximity. The measurement methods of these multidimensional proximity
variables are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The measurement methods of multidimensional proximity variables.

Multidimensional Proximity Variables Measurement Methods

Geographical proximity (GEOij)

This paper calculates the Euclidean distance between the centres of two innovative
competition cities through the geosphere package in R language and implements

standardisation referring to existing research [24]. The calculation formula is as follows:
GEOij = 1 − ln(dij/maxdij)

where maxdij indicates the maximum distance between cities in China. GEOij takes a
value of 1 or above; a large value corresponds to a high degree of geographical

proximity between cities.

Institutional proximity (INSij)

Referring to existing studies [27], this paper assesses institutional proximity by
examining the administrative-level relationship between cities. If both cities have
higher administrative ranks, then the value is 3; if only one of the two cities has a

higher administrative rank and the other is an ordinary city, then the value is 1; if both
cities are ordinary cities, then the value is 0.

Cognitive proximity (COGij)

Referring to existing studies [28], this paper firstly collects the distribution series of
general programs of the NSFC in each discipline and then illustrates cognitive
proximity by calculating the closeness of the application directions of general
programs of the NSFC between cities according to the cosine similarity rule.

The third set of independent variables is the interaction terms of multidimensional
proximity, which are the products of pairwise combinations of geographical proximity,
institutional proximity and cognitive proximity, reflecting the interaction effects between
multidimensional proximity [29,30]. If the coefficient of the interaction term is negative,
then a substitutive effect occurs between the two proximity variables; if it is positive,
then a complementary effect occurs. All interaction term variables are centred before
multiplication to minimise the issue of covariance between the interaction term variables
and the independent variables.

The fourth set of independent variables is the control variables. This paper sets two
control variables after synthesising previous research [31,32]. The first variable is human
capital (CAP). Talents are the main executors of scientific research. The aggregation of
talents can promote knowledge innovation and technology transfer. More abundant human
capital corresponds to stronger innovative competitions of the city. This paper measures
CAP by multiplying the number of scientific research, technical service and geological
survey personnel between pairs of cities. The second variable is R&D investment (RDI).
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R&D investment is the booster of urban innovation and development. The level of R&D
investment largely reflects the competitive advantage in urban innovation. This paper
measures RDI by multiplying the ratio of scientific expenditures to local fiscal budget
expenditures in pairwise cities. The above data are derived from the China City Statistical
Yearbook and are represented by the average of five-year data for each city during the
periods of 2005–2009, 2010–2014 and 2015–2019.

4. Results
4.1. Characteristics of Intercity Innovative Competition Relations in China
4.1.1. Gradually Rising Intensity of Intercity Innovative Competition Relations in China

The analysis of the quantitative characteristics and social network indicators of China’s
intercity innovative competition relations (Table 3) reveals that from 2005 to 2019, the
number of intercity innovative competition relations in China increased by 11.5 times, while
the number of cities involved in innovative competition relations in China increased from
150 to 197, and the network density increased from 0.15 to 0.28, indicating that the intensity
of intercity innovative competition relations in China gradually increased. Since the 18th
National Congress, China has vigorously implemented innovation-driven development.
The 19th National Congress report also made significant decisions to establish a global
leader in science and technology. It suggests focusing on the forefront of global science
and technology, advancing fundamental research and making significant strides towards
innovative and forward-thinking basic research. As innovation-related strategies and
policies continued to be implemented in China, universities and research institutions in
various cities focused on the frontiers of science and technology and conducted innovative
research. As a result, intercity innovative competitions intensified.

Table 3. The quantitative characteristics and social network indicators of China’s intercity innovative
competition relations from 2005 to 2019.

Quantitative Characteristics and Social Network Indicators of
Innovative Competition Relations 2005–2009 2010–2014 2015–2019

The number of innovative competitions 5,269,947 44,374,262 60,657,509
The number of cities in innovative competition relations 150 192 197

Network density 0.15 0.28 0.28
The number of innovative competitions involving cities with

high administrative ranks 5,231,039 43,940,744 60,020,918

The percentage of innovative competitions involving cities with
high administrative ranks 99.26% 99.02% 98.95%

The number of innovative competitions involving both cities
with high administrative ranks 4,410,928 36,095,257 48,981,916

The percentage of innovative competitions involving both cities
with high administrative ranks 83.70% 81.34% 80.75%

4.1.2. Clustering of Intercity Innovative Competition Relations in China towards Cities
with Higher Administrative Ranks

Figure 3 depicts the spatial pattern of innovative competition relations in China from
2005 to 2019. The pattern shows a concentration towards cities with high administrative
ranks (e.g., municipalities directly under the central government, sub-provincial cities and
provincial capitals).
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The percentage of Chinese cities with high administrative ranks in intercity innovative
competition relations from 2005 to 2019 was analysed, and the results are shown in Table 3.
While the percentage of Chinese cities with high administrative ranks in intercity innovative
competitions is on the decline, it still remains high, suggesting that institutional hierarchy
may affect intercity innovative competition relations. Universities and research institutions
are usually clustered in cities with high administrative ranks, forming close innovative
competition relations. In addition, cities with high administrative ranks have stronger
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support from the governments, thereby motivating the development of innovation through
a range of policies and initiatives and encouraging universities and research institutions in
these cities to compete in innovation.

With regard to individual city nodes, the top 10 cities in terms of centrality in in-
novative competitions from 2005 to 2019 were all cities with high administrative ranks
(Table 4). Beijing, Shanghai and Nanjing routinely hold the top three spots, attracting a
large number of innovative talents because of the abundance of universities and research
institutions, resulting in fierce innovative competitions. From 2005 to 2019, the centrality of
innovative competitions increased in Guangzhou and Changsha but decreased in Wuhan,
Xi’an and Hefei.

Table 4. Top 10 cities in terms of centrality in innovative competitions from 2005 to 2019.

2005–2009 2010–2014 2015–2019

City
Centrality in
Innovative

Competitions
City

Centrality in
Innovative

Competitions
City

Centrality in
Innovative

Competitions

Beijing 2,227,518 Beijing 15,179,363 Beijing 19,164,325
Shanghai 1,035,246 Shanghai 9,143,353 Shanghai 12,780,678
Nanjing 722,837 Nanjing 5,818,906 Nanjing 8,679,340
Wuhan 616,176 Guangzhou 5,220,426 Guangzhou 8,116,602
Xi’an 512,183 Wuhan 5,160,496 Wuhan 7,177,656

Guangzhou 506,820 Xi’an 4,554,071 Xi’an 6,061,432
Hangzhou 454,838 Hangzhou 3,859,669 Hangzhou 4,990,209

Hefei 371,155 Changsha 3,151,986 Changsha 3,961,060
Chengdu 332,780 Chengdu 2,750,964 Chengdu 3,947,738

Tianjin 324,528 Tianjin 2,697,680 Tianjin 3,835,319

For analysis, the top 1, 3 and 10 connected cities are chosen based on the quantity
of innovative competitions for each city node. Table 5 lists the cities in the top 1, 3 and
10 innovative competition relations of other cities. The numbers in parentheses indicate
how many cities consider the listed city as their top 1, 3 or 10 city nodes for innovative
competitions. The cities involved in the top 1, 3, and 10 innovative competition relations
are all cities with high administrative ranks, thereby further verifying that innovative
competition relations are dominated by cities with high administrative ranks in China.

4.1.3. Beijing at the Centre of Innovative Competition Relations, yet with a Slight Decline in
Its Position

Most cities’ top 1 innovative competition relations are centred on Beijing, accord-
ing to statistical analysis of the top 1 relations. As the centre of science and culture in
China, Beijing has unique advantages. It benefits from active government funding, vibrant
innovation atmospheres, numerous universities and research institutions, concentrated
high-quality talents, high outputs of core research papers and comprehensive coverage of
research across diverse domains of knowledge. These elements contribute to its remarkable
innovative competitiveness [33]. Therefore, universities and research institutions in Beijing
are able to form innovative competition relations with those in other cities. From 2005
to 2019, Beijing’s position in top-level innovative competition relations declined slightly.
Beijing’s proportion of top 1 relations was 98%, 96% and 91% in 2005–2009, 2010–2014 and
2015–2019, respectively, showing a slight decline over time. Table 6, which depicts the
innovative competition relations between the top 10 city pairs in 2005–2019, reveals the
following trends: From 2005 to 2009, the 10 strongest innovative competition relations in
China were all related to Beijing. However, in the following decade, other city pairs with
high administrative ranks, such as Guangzhou and Shanghai, and Nanjing and Shanghai,
emerged at the forefront of innovative competition relations. A rising number of cities
are concentrating on establishing themselves as technology and innovation centres, hence
intensifying innovative competition relations [34].
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Table 5. Rank of city connectivity in the top 1, 3 and 10 innovative competition relations from 2005
to 2019.

Top 1 Connected Cities Top 3 Connected Cities Top 10 Connected Cities

2005–2009 Beijing (147)
Shanghai (3)

Beijing (149)
Shanghai (128)

Nanjing (90)
Guangzhou (19)

Xi’an (15)
Wuhan (13)

Hangzhou (13)
Hefei (6)

Lanzhou (5)
Tianjin (3)

Beijing (149)
Shanghai (144)
Wuhan (144)
Nanjing (142)

Guangzhou (141)
Hangzhou (135)

Xi’an (120)
Tianjin (95)

Chengdu (92)
Hefei (84)

2010–2014
Beijing (185)
Shanghai (5)
Qingdao (2)

Beijing (189)
Shanghai (158)
Nanjing (111)

Guangzhou (44)
Wuhan (32)
Xi’an (11)

Changsha (7)
Hangzhou (5)
Qingdao (4)

Shenyang (4)

Beijing (191)
Shanghai (190)
Nanjing (187)
Wuhan (186)

Guangzhou (181)
Hangzhou (175)

Xi’an (165)
Changsha (123)
Chengdu (100)
Tianjin (100)

2015–2019

Beijing (180)
Shanghai (14)
Qingdao (2)
Harbin (1)

Beijing (195)
Shanghai (160)
Nanjing (106)

Guangzhou (50)
Wuhan (28)
Xi’an (26)

Qingdao (5)
Shenyang (5)
Changsha (3)

Harbin (3)

Beijing (196)
Wuhan (194)

Shanghai (193)
Nanjing (189)

Xi’an (181)
Guangzhou (181)
Hangzhou (174)
Changsha (126)

Tianjin (110)
Chengdu (108)

Table 6. Innovative competition relations between the top 10 city pairs from 2005 to 2019.

2005–2009 2010–2014 2015–2019

City 1 City 2
Number of
Innovative

Competitions
City 1 City 2

Number of
Innovative

Competitions
City 1 City 2

Number of
Innovative

Competitions

Beijing Shanghai 292,265 Beijing Shanghai 1,933,965 Beijing Shanghai 2,436,375
Beijing Nanjing 205,185 Beijing Nanjing 1,315,461 Beijing Nanjing 1,772,439
Beijing Wuhan 171,311 Beijing Wuhan 1,123,563 Beijing Guangzhou 1,445,014
Beijing Xi’an 135,766 Beijing Guangzhou 1,026,202 Beijing Wuhan 1,420,771
Beijing Guangzhou 134,479 Beijing Xi’an 934,910 Guangzhou Shanghai 1,234,036
Beijing Hangzhou 120,085 Beijing Hangzhou 785,369 Beijing Xi’an 1,170,687
Beijing Hefei 110,029 Guangzhou Shanghai 701,000 Nanjing Shanghai 993,512
Beijing Chengdu 88,539 Beijing Changsha 637,418 Beijing Hangzhou 919,603
Beijing Tianjin 80,707 Nanjing Shanghai 629,774 Shanghai Wuhan 824,850
Beijing Changsha 79,489 Beijing Chengdu 582,473 Beijing Chengdu 756,181

4.1.4. Cities as Benchmarks in Innovative Competitions by Fully Leveraging Disciplinary
Strengths in Competitions

Apart from cities that serve as scientific and cultural centres that possess strong
innovative competitiveness, some cities have evolved as leaders in innovative competitions
by competing on the basis of their disciplinary strengths. Table 5 shows that in 2010–2014
and 2015–2019, two cities’ universities and research institutions competed strongly with
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those in Qingdao. They are Sanya in Hainan Province and Qinzhou in Guangxi Province
(Figure 4). Based on an examination of the particular disciplines in which Qingdao and the
two cities’ universities and research institutions engaged in innovative competitions, it is
discovered that from 2015 to 2019, the field of marine science saw the highest concentration
of innovative competitions between Qingdao’s universities and research institutions and
those in Sanya and Qinzhou, at 97.45% and 75.06%, respectively. Qingdao, Sanya and
Qinzhou are located on the coast, with abundant marine resources and well-developed
marine industry chains. Therefore, universities and research institutions of these cities
have more practical opportunities for marine technology innovation, resulting in fierce
innovative competitions. This finding indicates that cognitive proximity is also a significant
factor in shaping intercity innovative competition relations in China. More importantly,
Qingdao has risen to the top of innovative competitions by leveraging its strengths in the
field of marine science, demonstrating that cities have the potential to become benchmarks
in innovative competitions in specific fields by fully leveraging their disciplinary strengths
in competitions. This finding opens up new development opportunities for cities with
special disciplinary advantages.
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4.1.5. Higher Average Number of Innovative Competitions between Cities That Are
Geographically Close to Each Other

The average number of innovative competitions between cities at close spatial dis-
tances is higher under the same institutional relationship, according to an analysis of the
average number of innovative competitions between cities of different distances from
2005 to 2019 (Table 7). This finding suggests that geographical proximity affects intercity
innovative competition relations in China. This may be due to the fact that similar resource
endowments exist in geographically close cities, prompting universities and research in-
stitutions to engage in innovation in the same direction to explore these resources. For
example, Fuxin and Daqing, located in the north-eastern region of China, are rich in mineral
resources, leading to intense innovative competitions among their universities and research
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institutions in metallurgy and mining. Additionally, cities with close spatial distances
often have similar natural environments and face consistent environmental challenges such
as soil erosion and fragile ecological environments. This prompts their universities and
research institutions to solve the challenges through similar innovation paths. For instance,
Lanzhou and Xi’an, located around the Loess Plateau, are facing similar challenges like
geological fragmentation and soil erosion, resulting in innovative competitions among their
universities and research institutions in environmental earth sciences. Furthermore, geo-
graphical proximity may also increase the risk of unconscious spillover of tacit knowledge
to other cities [35], making it easier for universities and research institutions in adjacent
cities to acquire competitors’ key technologies, thus intensifying innovative competitions.

Table 7. Average number of innovative competitions between cities of different distances from 2005
to 2019.

Year Intercity Distance

Average Number of Innovative Competitions

Both Cities Are Cities with
Higher Administrative Ranks

One of the Two Cities Has a
Higher Administrative Rank and

the Other Is an Ordinary City

Both Cities Are
Ordinary Cities

2005–2009

0–500 km 8.15 287.65 9971.92
500–1000 km 7.55 260.23 9466.95

1000–1500 km 4.69 206.18 9029.64
1500–2000 km 4.26 123.65 5188.02

Above 2000 km 0.88 50.73 1733.44

2010–2014

0–500 km 55.53 2185.20 77,585.81
500–1000 km 47.07 1840.83 77,208.10

1000–1500 km 25.74 1407.36 71,399.71
1500–2000 km 24.83 839.83 42,194.09

Above 2000 km 10.64 370.65 12,604.52

2015–2019

0–500 km 80.38 2982.91 104,912.78
500–1000 km 63.41 2557.76 103,375.63

1000–1500 km 38.71 1947.41 96,144.78
1500–2000 km 32.27 1140.12 60,160.59

Above 2000 km 10.83 434.07 17,122.34

4.1.6. Significant Differences in the Intensity of Intercity Innovative Competitions in China
among Various Academic Disciplines

The general programs of NSFC contain eight academic departments: the Depart-
ment of Mathematical and Physical Sciences, the Department of Chemical Sciences, the
Department of Life Sciences, the Department of Earth Sciences, the Department of Engi-
neering and Materials Sciences, the Department of Information Sciences, the Department
of Management Sciences and the Department of Medical Sciences. On the basis of an
analysis of intercity innovative competition relations in various academic departments in
China (Figure 5), innovative competition relations show the characteristics of clustering
towards cities with high administrative ranks in each academic department. However, the
intensity of innovative competitions among various academic departments has significant
differences. The Department of Medical Sciences and the Department of Engineering
and Materials Sciences had stronger innovative competition relations from 2015 to 2019,
whereas the Department of Management Sciences and the Department of Chemical Sci-
ences had relatively weaker relations. This condition occurred because China’s science
and technology innovation concentrates on the global technological frontiers, key national
demands and the health of the populace [36]. The global technological frontier and key
national demands currently relate to novel materials, whilst medical research is focused
on improving human health. Numerous universities and research institutions are actively
conducting forward-looking research and nurturing breakthrough discoveries in these two
domains, sparking fierce innovative competitions. In addition, fewer innovative compe-
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titions in chemistry and management science take place because of the modest technical
advancement and saturated markets in these two fields.
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4.2. Influencing Factors of Intercity Innovative Competition Relations in China

Firstly, a correlation analysis of the independent variables is conducted. All the corre-
lation coefficients between the independent variables were less than 5, indicating that no
obvious problem of multicollinearity occurs among the independent variables. Secondly,
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negative binomial regression models for the three time windows of 2005–2009, 2010–2014
and 2015–2019 are built. These models are created based on control variables and the
independent variables of urban innovation capacity (Models 1, 3 and 5). Then, multidi-
mensional proximity variables and their interaction terms were included as independent
variables (Models 2, 4 and 6). All the models pass the chi-square test. The alpha coefficients
also pass the chi-square test and z-test. The results of the negative binomial regression
models are reported in Table 8.

Table 8. Parameter estimation results of the negative binomial regression.

2005–2009 2010–2014 2015–2019

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

Proximity
GEOij 0.199 *** 0.184 *** 0.120 ***
INSij 2.028 *** 2.001 *** 2.102 ***

COGij 11.272 *** 12.108 *** 11.799 ***

Interaction
terms

GEOij × INSij 0.360 *** 0.357 *** 0.212 ***
GEOij × COGij −1.616 *** −1.462 *** −1.200 ***
INSij × COGij −5.031 *** −5.312 *** −5.791 ***

Urban
innovation

capacity
UIC 15.808 *** 2.772 *** 2.125 *** 0.369 *** 1.605 *** 0.473 ***

Control
variables

CAP 0.209 *** 0.051 *** 0.173 *** 0.041 *** 0.078 *** 0.011 ***
RDI 0.816 *** 0.128 *** 5.262 *** 1.264 *** 49.260 *** 26.065 ***

Constant term 2.887 *** −0.928 *** 4.393 *** 0.658 *** 4.389 *** 0.810 ***
Alpha 6.101 2.458 5.862 3.053 6.275 3.348

Log likelihood −39,368.252 −35,068.247 −81,141.277 −75,221.020 −85,785.897 −79,908.967

Note: *** represents significance at the 1% level.

4.2.1. Impact of Urban Innovation Capacity on the Intercity Innovative
Competition Relations

Urban innovation capacity plays a significant role in the formation of intercity innova-
tive competition relations. In Models 1, 3 and 5, the coefficients of urban innovation capacity
on intercity innovative competition relations are significantly positive, indicating that the
stronger the urban innovation capacity, the higher the probability of intercity innovative
competition relations. Cities with leading innovation capacity tend to be more dominant in
the competitions for limited innovation resources, motivating them to continuously engage
in innovative competitions. From 2005 to 2019, the impact coefficients of urban innovation
capacity on intercity innovative competition relations dropped steadily, showing a decrease
in the degree of influence of urban innovation capacity on intercity innovative competition
relations. In recent years, cities with weaker innovation capacity also have the opportunity
to participate in intercity innovative competition relations.

4.2.2. Impact of Multidimensional Proximity on the Intercity Innovative
Competition Relations

Intercity innovative competition relations are significantly influenced by geographical
proximity, institutional proximity and cognitive proximity. In Models 2, 4 and 6, geographi-
cal proximity has a significantly positive impact on innovative competition relations. This
finding indicates that universities and research institutions in geographically close cities
have stronger innovative competition relations. This finding validates the observation that
the intensity of innovative competitions decreases with the increase in distance. Institu-
tional proximity also has a significantly positive effect on innovative competition relations,
indicating that effective policy regimes can promote the concentration of innovative activi-
ties in cities with high administrative ranks, resulting in more intense intercity innovative
competitions. This idea further supports the notion that cities with high administrative
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ranks dominate the innovative competition relations in China. Cognitive proximity also
plays a significant role in promoting innovative competition relations, indicating that cities
with comparable disciplinary backgrounds are more likely to form innovative competition
relations. This may be because universities and research institutions in two cities with simi-
lar knowledge bases will be more interested in each other’s innovation progress, leading
to intense innovative competition relations. This finding demonstrates characteristics of
intercity innovative competition relations that are distinct from those observed in existing
research on intercity competition relations in manufacturing.

In terms of the evolution mechanism of the multidimensional proximity factors, the
coefficients of geographical proximity consistently dropped from 2005 to 2019, showing that
its influence on the dynamics of innovative competitions diminished. This situation may oc-
cur because of the low technological development level in the early years when the transfer
of tacit knowledge required intimate contact to be achieved. In recent years, with the rapid
development of information technology and transportation infrastructure, communication
and interaction between cities have become increasingly convenient. Universities and re-
search institutions in distant cities can also easily acquire and learn from competitors’ core
technology and knowledge, reducing the impact of geographical proximity. Meanwhile, the
coefficients of institutional proximity and cognitive proximity did not change considerably,
maintaining positive and constant impacts on innovative competition relations.

4.2.3. Interactive Influences of Multidimensional Proximity

A complementary effect occurs between geographical proximity and institutional prox-
imity, a substitutive effect occurs between cognitive proximity and geographical proximity,
and a substitutive effect occurs between cognitive proximity and institutional proximity.
The interaction terms’ coefficients in Models 2, 4 and 6 show how multidimensional proxim-
ity factors interact with each other. The coefficients of the interaction terms of geographical
proximity and institutional proximity are all significantly positive, suggesting the presence
of complementary effects. This idea indicates that, when geographical proximity acts as
a moderator, institutional proximity will encourage more innovative competitions. The
coefficients of the interaction terms of cognitive proximity and geographical proximity, as
well as cognitive proximity and institutional proximity, are both significantly negative, indi-
cating a substitutive effect. The results imply that cities with similar academic backgrounds
may engage in innovative competitions even if they are geographically distant or have low
administrative ranks.

5. Conclusions and Discussion

This paper constructs a theoretical research framework that integrates the basic un-
derstandings, influencing factors and ensuing results of intercity innovative competition
relations. On the basis of data from the general programs of NSFC from 2005 to 2019,
this paper constructs intercity innovative competition relations in China and conducts an
in-depth analysis of the spatial characteristics and influencing factors of intercity innovative
competition relations. The study’s conclusions are as follows:

With regard to the characteristics of China’s intercity innovative competition relations,
firstly, the intensity of intercity innovative competition relations in China gradually in-
creased from 2005 to 2019, with spatial clustering towards cities with high administrative
ranks (e.g., municipalities directly under the central government, sub-provincial cities and
provincial capitals). Secondly, Beijing is always at the centre of innovative competition rela-
tions, but other cities with higher administrative ranks have steadily risen to prominence
and significantly weakened Beijing’s position in recent years. Thirdly, universities and
research institutions in cities with similar disciplinary advantages are more likely to form
innovative competition relations. Therefore, competitions based on disciplinary strengths
provides cities with the potential to become benchmarks in specific fields of innovative
competitions. Fourthly, cities with close spatial distances have a higher average number
of innovative competitions. Finally, the intensity of intercity innovative competitions in
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China varies significantly among various academic departments due to the impact of
technological frontiers and national demands.

With regard to the influencing factors of intercity innovative competition relations
in China, firstly, urban innovation capacity has a significant positive effect on intercity
innovative competition relations, but its influence has diminished in recent years. Secondly,
geographical proximity, institutional proximity and cognitive proximity all contribute
to the formation of innovative competition relations. While geographical proximity’s
influence on intercity innovative competition relations gradually diminished, institutional
and cognitive proximity continued to have positive and stable effects on these relations.
Finally, interactions take place between different proximity factors, with a complementary
effect between geographical proximity and institutional proximity, a substitutive effect
between cognitive proximity and geographical proximity, and a substitutive effect between
cognitive proximity and institutional proximity.

While some of the findings of this study are consistent with previous studies, it also ex-
hibits distinct characteristics that distinguish it from both macro-level intercity competition
relations and micro-level innovative competition relations. Compared with research on
intercity competition relations in manufacturing, this study reveals that intercity innovative
competition relations are more likely to be formed in cities with close spatial distances and
high administrative ranks, which is consistent with the research conclusion that intercity
competition relations in global manufacturing are concentrated within regions and dom-
inated by the capital cities [6]. However, what is more valuable is that this study finds
that cognitive proximity can promote intercity innovative competition relations, and cities
can leverage their disciplinary advantages to become benchmarks of innovative competi-
tions in specific fields, opening up new development opportunities for cities with special
disciplinary advantages. Compared with research on micro-level innovative competition
relations, this study goes beyond specific developmental behaviours of individual entities
and instead ascends to the overall level of cities to identify commonalities, laying the
groundwork for proposing innovation development strategies at the city level.

It can be observed in this study that moderate intercity innovative competition rela-
tions can promote urban innovation capacity, and urban innovation capacity can foster the
formation of new rounds of intercity innovative competition relations, ultimately leading
to continuous accumulation and self-reinforcement of innovation capacity. In order to
continuously improve urban innovation capacity through moderate intercity innovative
competition relations, this paper proposes two proposals for development: Firstly, multidi-
mensional proximity has significantly positive effects on intercity innovative competition
relations. With the objective existence of geographical proximity and cognitive proximity,
it is crucial to leverage the role of institutional proximity. Cities with weaker innovative
competitions should be encouraged to propose preferential innovation policies (e.g., talent
recruitment policies, innovation activity subsidies, etc.) to continuously incentivise inno-
vation activities. Secondly, cities have the potential to become benchmarks in innovative
competitions in specific fields by fully leveraging their disciplinary strengths in innovative
competitions. It is necessary to provide special support for the cultivation of advantageous
disciplines for cities that excel in specific disciplines. By deeply engaging in innovative
competitions based on their disciplinary strengths, cities can become leaders in innovation
in specific fields.

The data used in this study has certain limitations. The NSFC data do not disclose
programs that did not get funding and the exact branches or affiliations to which the
programs belong, which may lead to biased results. Furthermore, since the NSFC mainly
funds universities and research institutes, it represents fewer social innovation forces such
as enterprises. Future research can consider integrating patent data and data on enter-
prise innovation into the discussion to generate more comprehensive findings. It is worth
noting that while intercity innovative competition relations can stimulate motivation and
knowledge spillovers, some studies suggested that excessive competitions may pose sig-
nificant obstacles for small-sized innovation entities in fundraising and market expansion.
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Additionally, excessive competitions may also cause small-sized innovation entities to
lose confidence in winning, resulting in a slacking attitude that will stifle creativity [13].
Moreover, as the results of competitions can be won or lost, some cities may experience
talent losses and a decrease in innovation capacity after failing in innovative competitions.
Future research can further explore the innovation performance of intercity innovative com-
petition relations and optimize innovative competition mechanisms. Furthermore, intercity
innovative competitions and cooperations coexist, both of which jointly influence urban
innovation capacity and may affect and transform each other. Cities can seek opportunities
for future innovative cooperations during the innovative competition process, and new
innovative competition relations may also emerge during innovative cooperations [37].
Future research can further explore intercity innovative co-opetition relations and propose
beneficial mechanisms for intercity innovative co-opetition.
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